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CAYE RADIO FEATURED IN CAIADIAN YID~O

Ian Dru..ond reports that video-tape recorded
during the April, 1988 expedition to Castleguard
Cave is now being edited. Ian hopes to show the
finished product at the NSS Convention in South
Dakota in June. The video shows details of the
cave-radiolocation process, using lan's 2-way SSB
voice equipment. The camera was taken underground
in this famous cave system which extends beneath a
glacier in the Canadian Rockies, and there are
surface views from a helicopter. The video will
eventually be available through the NSS Library,
and the Communications and Electronics Section
intends to make it available to our members who
are not NSS-affiliated. More details later!

CAYERS' ClltPUTER-MAILIIG LIST GETS NEV MAIAGER

Ron Lussier, founder of the 'caver net' (see
SPELEONICS9, p. 3), regrets that he is no longer
able to distribute messages, due to employment
change. John Sutter has agreed to take over admin-
istration of the Cavers'mailing list.

lev mailing-list addresses:
---------------------------
cavers@m2c.org
harvard!m2c!cavers : for the list

cavers-request@m2c.org
harvard!m2c!cavers-request : for admin requests

cavers-archive@m2c.org
harvard!m2c!cavers-archive : for archive requests

The new addresses allow for both Usenet and
ARPA access, and hopefully will increase the
membership.

From: John D. Sutter <jds at ODIN.M2C.ORG>
I will be maintaining an archive of the Cavers

mailing list here at M2C. For the time being I

will handle the archives manually but will be
going to an automated server as soon as possible.

The address of the list is:

Internet:
Usenet:

cavers-archive@m2c.org
harvard!m2c!cavers-archive

Requests
follows:

should be stated in simple terms as

HELP
INDEX

ARTICLE
'"

will return
will return
in archive.
will return
to user.

help file to user.
index of articles

article number III

The archive will also be available via anonymous
ftp in pub/cavers-archive on m2c.m2c.org
[128.188.1.2].

John Sutter, Mass. Microelectronics Center (M2C)
(w) 75 North Drive, Westborough, MA 01581, USA

+1 (617) 870-0312
(h) 516 Dutton Rd., Sudbury, MA 01776, USA

+1 (617) 443-0515
UUCP: harvard!m2c!jds INTERNET:
NSS 29355

jds@m2c.org

PRODUCTION IRREGULARITIES

We try to publish quarterly but sometimes miss
a season (a hazard of volunteer-produced newslet-
ters). For this reason, SPELEONICS issues are
numbered consecutively, and subscriptions are for
a certain number of issues rather than per year.
This and future issues will be dated only with the
month and year of publication; some confusion has
resulted in complaints that people didn't receive
the (nonexistent) Fall 1987 issue.
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NSS BULLETIN PUBLISHES CAVE RADIO PlANS

The NSS Bulletin, v.49 no.l, June 1987 (re-
cefVeO Apr11 19HH-- other publications have sched-
ule problems too!) published "A New Radio Location
Device" by Anne and Andrew Bell of Wales, United
Kingdom. The article (previously published in UK)
fully describes the "Ogof Beacon," a 38.4-kHz CW
cave-radiolocation device of design different from
most U.S. cave radios, and having a very success-
ful history of operation. The name comes from
Wales' famous Ogof Ffynnon Ddu cave system.

The eas ily-DUiTt transmitter features CMOScir-
cuitry, crystal control, power-FET output stage,
antenna coupling which accepts coils of different
sizes, and a keyer circuit which is programmable
for Morse-code characters (useful for identifying
multiple transmitters used on a single cave trip).
The superheterodyne receiver has an i-f filter
made from inexpensive 4.469896-MHz crystals (the
color-burst frequency of UK television). The
design is adaptable to 3.597545-MHz US color-tv
crystals.

A license would be required to operate the Ogof
Beacon in the U.S. if its output exceeds the
specifications of FCC Rules and Regulations Part
15 which apply to license-free operation between
10 and 490 kHz (reprinted from SPELEONICS 5):

15.111: Field strength (8icrovolts per meter
8easured at 300 meters) not to exceed 2400 I
f(kHz). [62.5 uV/m at 38.4 kHz].

An experimental license is easy to get; Ray
Cole (NSS 12460) has studied the procedure and can
provide advice.

NSS Bulletin is the scientific journal of the
NatliJinal Speleological Society. Copies of the 9-
page article are available from Frank Reid (ad-
dress in masthead) for SASE with 2-ounce postage.

MEMBERS MEET AT DAYTON HAMVENTION

Twelve people attended our group's first informal
meeting at the world's largest hamfest, in Dayton,
Ohio, April 30 (see announcement in SPELEONICS
9). Next year we intend to find a meeting place
with chairs, and schedule the meeting in the
afternoon so that people will have time to scout
the vast flea market and record locations of items
especially interesting to cavers and low-frequency
experimenters. (This year, one caver bought a
plane-table alidade with telescope for $100!)

Members and friends attending:

Dick Blenz
Don Conover
Rick Davis K8DOC
Angelo George
Diana George N9DEJ
Randy Jackson

Lance Lide
David Martin WA4TRW
Joe Morgan
Frank Reid W9MKV
John Sowers WB2YJN
Gary Taylor N8HRE

News and notes were shared. Interest was expres-
sed in organizing a Midwest weekend meeting for
enthusiasts in cave radio, LF, VLF, metal detect-
ors, etc., similar to the annual events in Calif-
ornia hosted by Jim Ericson, publisher of 1750
Meters: Western Update. The ideal spot woulcrlDie
an isolated area--TaWay from power lines and
electric fences) with caves, enough room for
antennas, a picnic shelter and camping facilities,
and motels within reach.

epelemlcs 10
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MORE RADIO RDlIFICATIIIS

Dann, Britton KB4TEP has sent instructions for
out-of-band modification of the KenM80d TH-ZI5A 2-
meter handheld transceiver, expanding our file of
similar information (see SPELEONICS 9). Copies are
available from Frank Reid for SASE.

REPRODUCTION OF SPELEONICS ARTICLES

Caving publications are traditionally not copy-
righted (SPELEONICS authors may copyright their
work if so desired). Our purpose is to spread
information; we are honored when other newsletters
reprint articles. Unless otherwise noted, material
originally published in SPELEONICS may be reprint-
ed without prior permission, provided that the
author is credited and SPELEONICS is identified as
the source. The editors would appreciate receiving
a copy of the reprinting publication.

SUBSCRIPTION COST HELD CONSTANT

The April, 1988 increase in US postal rates has
not destroyed our budget, since we currently enjoy
economical printing arrangements. We presently
plan NOincrease in subscription costs, though it
will probably become necessary someday. Members
may, of course, extend subscriptions for any num-
ber of future issues at current rates.

SECTION LOGO REVISED

Our "Better Caving Through Electrical Stuff"
emblem ('borrowed' from an ad in a very old elec-
tronics trade-journal) has been modified. Diana
George added artwork to make it more "cavey. and
further symbolize connection.
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...What? No FAX for the Communications Section!

6raeme Pattison
58 Mary Street

Leichhardt, NSW 2040
AUSTRALIA

We've thought of making SPELEONICSavailable
by electronic transmission via computer bu11etin-
board, TCP-IP, etc. Facsimile transmission (FAX)
would allow easy transfer of pictures and dia-
grams. What FAX formats are our readers equipped
to transmit and receive?

Don Lancaster says in his "Hardware Hacker"
column in 18dio Electronics, May 1988, p. 71:
"PostScript is new industry-standard page-descrip-
tlon language that is also making strong bids to
become a screen-description standard, a fax stand-
ard, a BBSgraphics-interchange standard, a sign-
making and engraving standard, and even a printed-
circuit layout standard." For more information on
PostScript, contact Don at

~yn~~g~~i~~,
Box 809,

Ihatcher, Arizona 85552. te: 8-4073.
Don gave SPELEONICS a nice mention in the same

issue-- THANKS!

Dear Frank!

The last Spe1eonics was very interesting and I
have to write something about it. First, the
avalanche beacons only work up to 130 feet dist-
ance and only in an environment without elec-
tromagnetic noise. Three brands are available
here. The Ortovox, which you know, is Swiss made
and the best one. The Austrian Pie~ 3 is now
nearly as good. The third is the ~it is very
cheap and small and comes in ~ parts-- The
transmitter works alone, the receiver module works
only in connection with the transmitter. Each
part of the Mips is about twice matchbox size.
The Ortovox has an accessory called Visovox which
contalns a VU-meter for using in loud environment
(helicopter!). All the others work only with
earphones... The Austrian mountain rescue has
several large receiving units which have more
sensitivity, called the PiE~S Langohr (long-ear).

Swiss cavers used avaliiCfie beacons for finding
the third entrance of the Holloch. The reason for
the double frequency, which al I the new ones have,
is that it was not possible to decide between the
Austrian (2275 Hz) and the Swiss (457 kHz) freq-
uency; there is no technical reason for it.

The Yugoslavians developed a unit many years
ago which transmitted at a broadcast frequency. A
standard broadcast receiver was used for search.
These units were never mass-produced.

Many years ago, a unit was developed which
transmitted a different signal on the Pieps freq-
uency and was intended to be used as ~he1ter
sniffer" in misty weather (a standard situation in
our mountains). The signal was transmitted by a
long wire loop or a long wire (up to 2.5 miles)
which had to be laid in the hut's environment and
leading to the hut. The tourist, who has his
~i~pS with him, switches to Rx and follows the

e ectronic trail" to the hut. I know no case
where this thing was used. One problem is, you
have to switch your unit to Rx and so have no
avalanche protection for this time. Avalanche
beacons are well known in Austria. I have one and
I know a lot of people having one or more. It is
also possible to rent them cheaply at the alpine
clubs. Their use (not so easy as it seems, for

LETTERS

efficient operation) is taught at the alpine
courses and club meetings.

In your article about the Mini Mag1ite is a
wrong unit conversion (the terminal measurements).
Is it possible to use both unit systems in every
article? I always prevent bad contact with
contact-grease (available in car outfit stores).

Batteries have no date codes here. Durace11 is
made in Belgium.

Wristwatch bulbs are available here for $1 a
package of 5. They are not made for 1.5V because
they are a relatively high load for the tiny
wristwatch batteries. They are made for 1.2-1.3V
and have a current of 10-15mA.

About "Taking Data Underground": I had a sim-
ilar idea many years ago, but I wanted to use
readily available Morse or RTTY de/encoders wth a
low frequency transceiver. The Morse system has
the advantage that if one unit fails partly, it is
still possible communicate if someone knows Morse.

About the slave-flash article: I have a lot of
experience with slave-flashes and built many of
them. The voltage at the trigger terminals can be
up to 150V and is very sensitive to humidity. I
always use a small thyristor instead of the trans-
istor. Often the flash's power supply is reversed
in polarity from the high voltage, so the power
supply shown in the circuit is not possible with-
out additional battery. I always use the voltage
at the trigger terminals for the release unit, but
you have to remove the LEDand decrease the capac-
itor from 6.8 uF to 0.68 uFo For cave photography
it will be an advantage to have more than one
photocell in different directions. I want to make
a special hardhat with a built-in flash unit and
several (3-4) photocells around, so it will be
possible to use inexperienced people or other
cavers in situations where both hands are neces-
sary. It also will give a natural way of illum-
ination, like a head1amp.

I've bought a new gasmant1e-kerosene pressure-
lamp. It works excellently on Diesel fuel too.
It's made in Germany and very nice. The whole
lantern is made from brass and polished. It has
light output like a 100 W bulb and heat output of
500 W. It weighs less than 3 pounds and is one
foot high. One gallon of kerosene lasts for 84
hours, or 70 for one of Diesel. It has built-in
rapid priming, so no alcohol is needed. A pres-
sure gauge and a deflate screw are built in too.
It will be a nice heat source for a Si1ent-
Generator [thermoelectric generatorJ. I used it
for making coffee (of course real coffee, not the
so-called brown water sold in the States) with an
Italian coffee-machine. Have you ever thought of
a Stirling engine with generator driven by such a
heat source, or other?

I've seen in an electronics magazine a device
for an automatic radio repeater which needs only
one transceiver unit. It fits into the mike-plug
and contains a digital memory for 10 seconds of
sound. So the unit switches at least every 10
seconds between Rx and Tx, on the same frequency.
It is very small, about the size of a cigarette
pack, I think. Here it costs $150. The digital
speech store alone costs $24 and is able to store
16 seconds of sound in a 256k memory.

I've bought 10 electronic thermometers in Mun-
ich. They have a resolution of 0.10 (C or F) and
cost $12. They have one sensor built in and one
on a 10' wire. It will be very nice for observing
a rescue victim's body temperature. The size is
about twice a matchbox. There is also a model
available which has an alarm with adjustable
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threshold, and minimum/maximum memory.
There is a new Portasol butane-powered solder-

ing iron available. It's called Portasol Profes-
sional and comes with 4 different tips: a standard
soldering tip, a hot-air gun, an open flame, and a
hot knife. I've used mine (standard) very much.
It's now my favorite soldering iron (not only
outdoors).

I've found an article in an electronics maga-
zine about a dissertation called Underground Radio
Waves written in the sixties. The1r longest ~
ance- was about 8 miles underground between two
mines! They used a 53' x 53' square antenna.
They also made experiments with receiving the
time-signal transmitter near Frankfurt, W. Germ-
any, on 77kHz.

speleanics 10
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Good caving and dark moments,
Peter Ludwig

Gfollnerstrasse 6
A-4020 Linz

AUSTRIA

[The Austrian government subsidizes organized
sports. A tax on commercial caves helps support
caving clubs.(!) Peter procures equipment for his
caving club. He plans to attend the NSS Conven-
tion again this year, and present several talks on
European caves and caving techniques. Copies of
the abovementioned 7-page German-language article,
"Radiowellen Under der Erde" by Dr. Norbert Nes-
sler, are available from Frank Reid for 2-ounce
SASE.]

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

Frank Reid

CAVE-RESCUE COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY

NSS 9086, W9MKV

Development and evaluation of equipment
techniques for cave-rescue communication is
ongoing project of the NSS Communications
Electronics Section.

Cave rescuers seek to avoid publicity because
reporters aggravate crowd-control problems and
because even the most favorable news report can
cause owners to close caves for fear of liability.

Communications security during a rescue is
essential to prevent bystanders' drawing erroneous
conclusions from fragments of conversation. Radio
procedures vary among U.S. cave rescue groups;
some are licensed to use emergency frequencies,
others rely primarily on amateur (ham) radio.

Problems have occurred when well-meaning hams
alerted news media about rescues, seeking the
recognition for public service upon which ham
radio thrives. A positive solution is to present a
program on cave rescue to your local ham club,
stressing the need for low-profile operations,
after which you will strongly praise the hams in
any news interviews. The best situation exists
where the cavers are the local hams, thus are
familiar with both worlds.

Radio is intrinsically nonprivate. A few simple
procedures will minimize eavesdropping. (Of
course, communications security measures must not
interfere with the primary goal of the rescue.)

Basic:

1. Avoid Citizens' Band (CB) radio.
2. Use telephones instead of radios whenever pos-

sible.
3. Use earphones or headsets.
4. Keep radios hidden under clothing except when

expedient to use them as badges of authority.
5. Use minimum antennas and power necessary for

on-site communication.
6. Keep frequency readouts covered.
7. Tactfully decline to disclose frequencies to

reporters.
8. Do not broadcast names and locations unneces-

sarily.

and
an

and

Advanced:

1. Change frequencies by pre-planned agreement,
e.g., code words injected into conversation.
(This may confuse inexperienced operators) and
is not strictly legal on ham radio.)

2. Use frequencies and modes unlikely to be inter-
cepted by scanners, e.g., packet, SSB, 220 MHz.
Many scanners will not receive the portion of
the 2-meter ham band below 146 MHz.

Packet-radio data communication can send rela-
tively secure, error-free written messages for
hundreds of miles. Packet has great potential for
cave-rescue communications between the rescue site
and the outside world. Scanner enthusiasts and
news media are unlikely to have the equipment
necessary to decode packets. Packet technology and
networking are still evolving. Computers used with
packet radio are ill-suited for the battlefield-
like cave rescue environment but the annual ham
radio Field Day contest has proven that packet
radio is viable under field conditions.

Reporters are unavoidable if professional emer-
gency services are involved. Reporters will
concentrate their listening onwell-known police,
fire and ambulance frequencies, and cavers can
coordinate the rescue with their own radios,
selecting from the thousands of channels on VHF
and UHFham bands.

In a long-duration rescue, long-range portable
or mobile ham equipment may be brought to the
staging area or nearby shelter. Alternatively, a
fixed station within VHFrange may provide long-
range communication. Autopatch repeaters, which
provide access to the telephone system via radio,
have proven invaluable in numerous cave rescues.
Although not routinely monitored by the press,
they are perhaps the least private form of ham
communication. Most autopatches disallow long-
distance calls; rescue pre-planning should con-
sider availability of manually-operated phone
patches for interconnecting radios and telephones.
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EARLY RADIO EXPERIMENTS IN CAVES

Angelo I. George, NSS 7149F *

When radio was still new in the households of
America, commercial radio stations were pushing
the frontier in radio transmission and reception.
The limits of radio broadcasting were not known
nor was there a practical understanding as to why
certain geographic areas could not receive radio
transmission. These areas, called "dead spots"
were an embarrassment to radio stations; there
were communities just 90 miles (144km) south of
Louisville, Kentucky, that could not receive even
the carrier of Louisville station WHAS (Harris,
1937, p. 239,241). Experiments and media events
conducted in MammothCave by WHAS furthered under-
standing of the limitations of early radio use in
caves. radio use in caves.

Since the time of William Gilbert (c. 1600)
with his theory of magnetism in De Magnete, we
have known that magnetic lines of TOrce are trans-
mitted through the earth. Nathan B. Stubblefield
in 1892 and Nikola Tesla in 1893 experimented with
low frequency radio transmission and reception.
Tesla's associates through U. S. Supreme Court
action ruled against Marchese Guglielmo Marconi's
1895 invention, and credited Tesla as the inventor
of radio.

In the early 1890's, Tesla was experimenting
with ground-to-ground transmission and reception
with a device he called "the wireless telephone -
or simply wireless - and later by its modern name,
radio" (Cheney, 1981, p. 62). Tesla said, "I had
produced a striking phenomenon with my grounded
transmitter...and was endeavoring to ascertain its
true significance in relation to currents propa-
gated through the earth." Tesla's experiments and
the evolution of induction cave-radios are clearly
connected.

When Alexander Graham Bell invented the tele-
phone in 1875, speleologists quickly applied it to
underground exploration. In 1889, Edward A. Martel
and "...Gaupillet were the first to use telephones
in cave[sL.." (Shaw, 1979, p. 61). Martel showed
the practicality of using these devices in pit
caves over 300 feet (91m) deep. The telephone and
wires connecting to the outside were used for
early radio broadcasting from Mammoth Cave and
Great Saltpetre Cave.

The first radio broadcast station, KDKA in
Pittsburgh, went on the air on November2, 1920.
WHAS, Louisville, Kentucky, began broadcasting on
July 18, 1922.

Harris (1937, p. 243) describes an early and
probably the first attempt to receive radio trans-
mission underground. He says there "had been spec-
ulations expressed in a scientific radio magazine
concerning an electromagnetic wave's ability to
penetrate the earth but, no cavern being handy,
field experiments lagged - except for a try by a
New York broadcaster to reach inside the subway,
which did not turn out convincingly."

On August 19, 1922, one month after WHAS
started broadcasting, someone though of trying to
receive radio signals in Mammoth Cave. The first
successful test was conducted in Roosevelt's Dome,
195 feet (59m) underground. A radio was placed in
the cave by the Radio Equipment Company of Cave
City. WHASand "some of the large Eastern stations
were heard plainly."l

The second and often-quoted "first" radio re-
ception took place in MammothCave on July 21,
1923. Variation on this date often appears in

print as July 19 or July 23. Inspection of primary
documentation could resolve this discrepancy. Fred
G. Harlow, junior operator for WHAS,W. A. Mivelez
(a volunteer assistant from Louisville) and a
Mammoth Cave guide were present for this historic
occasion. The object of the experiment was to
establish if radio waves can penetrate great
depths into the earth and to better assess the
concept of dead spots.2 The newspaper article
says a "tentative experiment was made last fall by
testing signals while going through a tunnel on
the L. & N. road. It was impossible to determine
accurately in this experiment, however, due to the
possibility that the signals, which were received
distinctly though with reduced volume, might have
followed the train through the tunnel mouth
instead of penetrating directly through the soil
above. "The radio apparatus used in the Mammoth Cave
experiment "...consisted of a non-regenerative
type of receiver with one stage of radio frequency
and two stages of audio frequency amplification.
The tubes consumed a filament current of three,
and a very low amperage consumption rate (sic). A
two-foot loop holding forty feet of wire acted as
the aerial, and the ground was a three-foot iron
bar to be driven at desired places."3 A compass
was also used to orient the loop antenna.

Experiments conducted in the Rotunda failed.
Lack of moisture in the cave soils for good con-
tact of the ground probe was deemed responsible
for the failure. The team went about a mile up-
stream on Echo River from the Dead Sea. They put
their ground probe in the river. They received the
carrier from WHAS, but could not discern the
audio. This time, too much water was deemed the
problem. They walked another mile and found a
moist spot on the ground, where they set up the
equipment again. At 4:00 p.m., WHASwent on the
air and the cave radio team could clearly hear
Credo F. Harris announce, "This is WHAS, the
radiophone broadcasting station of the Courier-
Journal and the Louisville Times, at LOU1sv111e
Ky. WHAS, at Lo~s sending out its
usual afternoon concert." Depth of this spot was
presumed to be 370 feet (113m) and over a mile
(1.6km) from the Historic Entrance.

The fourt~ and often-quoted "second" radio
reception occurred on July 14, 1924. By this time,
interest in listening to the radio inside Mammoth
Cave became a tourist event. The Courier-Journal,
Louisville Times newspaper and WHASusea all the
hype at thefrlffTSposal to generate publicity. They
rented a special train and allocated 150 tickets
for those wishing to attend. This included a
round-trip train ticket, two box lunches, and the
trip into the cave to listen to the radio. The
Radio Special, as it was advertised, "to the cave,
will be the first persons to attend such a public
demonstration of the weird power of radio."4
Members of the Radio Party "will be the first
persons, other than those who conducted this test,
to hear a radio program that will have literally
burrowed its way 370 feet through rock and earth
to the banks of Echo River, in the depth of Mam-

* 1869 Trevilian Way
Louisville, Kentukcy 40205
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moth Cave.o5 A special bronze commemorative tablet
is to be dedicated on the spot of this "first"
radio reception.

During all this hype. Mammoth Cave competitor
George D. Morrison upstaged the Radio Party event.
The Louisville Herald reports on July 17, 1924. of
radio recept10n at the New Entrance (Frozen Niag-
ara) to Mammoth Cave. In a place now called the
Radio Room. radio reception. "was successful when
a party of forty persons. with C. M. Caldwell.
manager of the Radio Equipment Company of Cave
City. Ky.. took a super heterodyne type receiver
360 feet beneath the surface and clearly heard
WDAP Chicago. WHAA Iowa City, WOSJefferson City.
and WLWCincinnati... A remarkable feature was the
fact that no antenna was used."6 This same type
of receiver had been "used in a successful experi-
ment in the Hudson River tunnel, New York City."7
This becomes a double triumph for the Radio Equip-
ment Company. because this company had achieved
the first radio broadcast reception in 1922 at
Mammoth Cave. The Courier-Journal and Louisville
Times did not report th1S event 1n their papers.
~ was owned by that newspaper organization and
they were promoting their own event. Balanced
journalism was achieved by the Louisville Post and
the Louisville Hera1d.8 Cave promoter George D.
Morr1son stole some of the thunder from WHAS's
media event with this third known broadcast recep-
tion in a cave. Everyone with the exception of the
Mammoth Cave management seems to have forgotten
the 1922 event.

The Radio Party Train Special with 5 rented
cars left Louisville at 8 A.M. for the 4 P.M..
July 19. 1924. historic re-enactment of the "first
radio reception". Kenneth S. Bixby used his own
10-tube radio set with a speaker for this event.9
The party would break into six separate groups.
tour the cave and visit the spot on Echo River
where the actual event occurred a year before. The
actual broadcast radio reception would take place
in the Rotunda to an audience of 272 persons. An
outline of the complete special radio broadcast is
found in the Courier-Journal article on July 20,
1924. The commemorat1ve tablet reads:

AT THIS SPOT
JULY 21, 1923

WAS HEARD

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN
MAMMOTH CAVE A VOICE

BY RADIO TRANSMISSION
---------...-

BROADCAST FROM
WHAS

THE COURIER-JOURNAL
THE LOUISVILLE TIMES

LOUISVILLE

The 1925 Floyd Collins entrapment in Sand Cave
does not belong in the category of cave communica-
tion. A shortwave 500-watt radio transmitter (call
letters 9BRK) was used outside the cave to com-
municate with a base station (9CHG) in Cave City
(Murray and Brucker. 1979, p. 154). H. E. Ogden
directed the ham operation for a short time. The
transmitter was not taken into the cave. nor was a
microphone. Remote broadcast of tragedy was
gaining popularity. for example. the terrible
destruction of the Hindenburg with Herb Morrison's
eyewitness announcement of the disaster.

The Rothrocks of Wyandotte Cave fame were soon
to follow in another epic garnering "first" radio
reception in a cave. A photograph in George F.
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Jackson's book. The Story of Wyandotte Cave shows
Jackson (tuning ~e-raa;o~and three otter men.
The cut line reads. "This 1926 or 1927 photo at
the Throne and Canopy shows what was said to be
the first radio reception received underground in
a cave. Reception was excellent from WHAS, Louis-
ville. Ky - about 40 air miles [64km] distant. "10
Clearly. the 1922 Mammoth Cave radio reception was
the first of its kind.

Between newspaper hype and cave-promoter compe-
tition for having the "first" radio reception in
their caves, there was actually some very quali-
tative research on radio communication going on in
Mammoth Cave. Classic studies of induction cave-
radios and geophysical resistivity surveys at
Mammoth Cave begin with experiments by Eve and
Keys (1931). Eve. Keys and Lee (1929) and Eve
(1930). The experiments were conducted in June
1929. to establish how a propagating electromag-
netic wavefront would be received in a cave. This
has profound practical and scientific applications
in the geophysical search for valuable minerals.
A transit survey with vertical control was made
from the Historic Entrance to the entrance of Echo
River. Mammoth Dome and Little Bat Avenue. Four
problems were addressed in the experiment:

Problem 1 established that radio waves in the
broadcast range do penetrate the earth. They used
a 1925 RCA model No. 26 Portable Radiola super-
heterodyne. six-tube set with a small loop ant en-
na. In Mammoth Dome they were able to receive WLW
from Cincinnati. Thin overburden (70 feet; 21m)
and the presence of the sinkhole above the dome
led Eve and Keys to say "no doubt the waves were
coming through the sides of the sink to us under-
ground near the top of the Dome." 11 Experiments
of this nature were also conducted in the entrance
to Mammoth Cav£. They also went to Bowlegged
Bridge beyond River Hall; by stretching a 300-foot
[91m] aerial they were able to receive "admirable
reception with loud-speaker broadcasting of speech
and music from Cincinnati [WLW] and from Nashville
[WSNJ. "12

The second and third problem were more quanti-
tative. For these experiments they used a Model RE
Low Frequency Receiving Equipment. One question
centered upon wavelengths in the range of 17 to 20
thousand meters, or 15 kHz. They were able to
receive code messages from ships at sea or across
the Atlantic. Static prevented clear reception. A
station in Long Island was loud and clear. A
properly-oriented vertical loop produced better
results than a horizontal loop on the floor.
Reception was poorer as the coil neared the damp
cave floor.

The third problem was "to compare by actual
measurements the relative intensities of the ef-
fects, 300 feet (91m) down in the cave, from a
current in a horizontal loop above ground. using
frequencies 20. 30. 40-100. 110 kilocycles."13
Using a 40 x 10 foot (12 x 10m) rectangular coil
of 3 turns with one side of the coil grounded.
they were able to establish clear reception in the
cave at 15 and 108 kHz. Poor to very weak recep-
tion was made in the range of 35. 65 and 95 kHz.
Of this problem. they said "the work this year was
to some extent of a pioneer character."14

Problem 4 was the watershed experiment that
showed the practicality of cave-radio surveying.
The object of this investigation was to assess the
ability of "penetration of rock using alternating
current of audible frequency (500 cycles a second)
in a horizontal loop on the ground."15 Surface
equipment consisted of a SOO-Hz generator produc-
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ing 2.35 amps, powered by a gasoline engine. The
current was passed through a 100-foot diameter
(30.5m) horizontal loop with 10 turns of wire, at
a point 303 feet (92m) above River Hall. Equipment
used in the cave consisted of:

Pittsburgh coil, 2 feet by 3 feet [61 x 91
em], 400 turns, mounted on a transit tripod, so
that azimuth and dip could be measured. With
this apparatus it was possible to verify the
survey of the cave, as the coil, when exactly
below the centre of the loop, would give no
signal to the head phones when the coil was
upright and rotated about a vertical axis.

be
the

pre-

..Indeed a coil of this character could
used for surveying purposes to replace
compass when local magnetic disturbances
vent the use of a compass survey.

Clearly, with only a coil and headphones
used underground, it would be easy to read code
messages from a loop laid on the surface, with
a few amperes passing through it. The question
of signalling back to the surface is a more
difficult one, however. Both theory and experi-
ment indicate clearly enough that the audio
frequency electromagnetic effects, whether we
deem them due to inductance or radiation, pass
through great thicknesses of rock with little
or no absorption.16

Myers summarizes some of these experiments:
Conclusion from this and other similar

test show that absorption is high with short
waves of less than 100 metres wavelength.
Better results are obtained with wavelengths in
the 400 to 1000 metre range, and wavelengths of
over 1000 metres appear to be absorbed only
sl ight1y.17

These experiments represent the first communi-
cation and radio10cation of a position in a cave,
and establish that the signal is propagating
through the rock and not from a cave entrance
along the twists and turns of a cave passage. If
electrical generating equipment had been portable
enough, true cave-to-surface communication and
surface location could have been made.

History after this point has forgotten Eve,
Keys and Lee's accomplishments. Their published
works in the Canada Department of Mines, Geolog-
ical Survey publications are tedious in techni-
calities and would make for poor comprehension to
the cave guides and their charges touring Mammoth
Cave. Being able to listen to WHAS was more thril-
ling than induction coil experiments. To these
pioneers go the first practical cave-radio con-
cepts that would not be again experimented with
until McGehee (1954, 1955), Lord (1963), Mixon and
Blenz (1964), Charlton (1966), Birchenough (1970)
and many others.

J. Wallace Joyce (1931) conducted geophysical
experiments to determine the "Electromagnetic
absorption by rocks, with some experimental
observation taken at MammothCave of Kentucky." [I
have not seen this item]. Mammoth Cave management
was encouraging original research in their cave;
even so, it was easier to bring in another radio
for the public to witness the wizardry of modern
electricity.

On March 3, 1931, a Columnaire receiver was
lowered by rope to the base of Mammoth Dome for a
"tough test" publicity experiment conducted by

Westinghouse Electric Company. This was one of the
best radio reception points established by Eve and
Keys in 1929. The "tough test" was designed to
reach a submarine off Panama, the Goodyear blimp
"Volunteer" flying over Hollywood and deep inside
Mammoth Cave.I8 The broadcast was to originate
from station KDKA Pittsburgh through affiliates
CBS and WHAS. W. P. Short, an engineer with West-
inghouse of Newark, New Jersey, was in charge of
the experiment. Twenty-five people were in Mammoth
Dome to hear the broadcast.19 The radio for this
experiment was provided by Tafel Electric Company
of Louisville.

The biggest event in the history of radio
broadcast from caves is the first public radio
broadcast from Mammoth Cave. The 2:30 p.m. broad-
cast from inside the cave was to commemorate the
official opening of the Historic Entrance to
Frozen Niagara tour on July 8, 1935. WHASinstal-
led 2 miles (3.2km) of wire in the cave to a
bandstand constructed in the Snowball Dinning
Room. Another 2 1/2 miles (4km) of wire outside
the cave went to the closest place where the wire
could be patched into the telephone 1ine.20
Equipment from three different telephone companies
was used for this event. This feat is described
as "the first American broadcast originating below
the surface of the earth..."21 The dedicatory
group consisted of 40 superluminaries responsible
for making the new tourist trail connection pos-
sible. WHAS provided their chief engineer, J.
Emmet Graft, and his technician, Karl Schmidt.
Dudley Musson and Hugh Sutton were the announcers.

Another early commercial radio broadcast occur-
red on July 27, 1941 at 3:00 p.m. from Great
Saltpetre Cave, Rockcastle County, Kentucky.22
John Lair's Renfro Valley Barn Dance, an early
radio competitor of the Grand 01' Opry, made the
second known remote-broadcast from a cave. WHAS
made broadcast arrangements in the cave, and prob-
ably used a telephone circuit as in the Mammoth
Cave dedication in 1935. A new feature player was
introduced on this broadcast; John Jacob Niles,
the Bard of Kentucky with his dulcimer made his
Barn Dance debut.

CONCLUSION

The first cave radio reception occurred on
August 19, 1922, in Mammoth Cave. Since then there
are six separate events of this nature in Mammoth
Cave and one in Wyandotte Cave. The first remote
commercial broadcasts was in Mammoth Cave was on
July 8, 1935. A second remote broadcast occurred
in Great Saltpetre Cave on July 27, 1941. Both of
the transmissions used telephone lines to WHAS's
transmitter in Louisville. At present, I know no
pre-1940 example of true commercial or experiment-
al radio transmission from a cave. Pioneer induc-
tion-radio work by Stubblefield and Tesla needs
further investigation. Induction experiments in
Mammoth Cave showed that cave-to-surface transmis-
sion was possible in 1929. We had to wait for the
work of McGehee (1954) and Lord (1963) before
practical voice/signal transmitters and receivers
were shown to work underground.

I welcome any additional early cave radio
reception or transmission information. I am espec-
ially interested in the New York Subway and Hudson
River Tunnel experiments. The Mammoth Cave and
Wyandotte Cave radio reception indicates this was
a fairly popular thing for entertaining tourists
and generating publicity for the commercial caves
and radio stations. Other eastern commercial caves
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should have been engaged in this kind of activity.
One was Endless Caverns, Virginia. Perhaps the
reader can supply additional information.
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WILL ELECTRONIC COMPASSES -AUTOMATE- CAVE MAPPING?

Frank Reid

Remember Luke Skywalker's binoculars in STAR
WARS, which had internal directional readouts?
Electronic compasses of the past have been bulky,
expensive and generally unsatisfactory for cave-
mapping applications. New electronic compass tech-
nology may soon compete in price and performance
with cavers' traditional Bruntons and Suuntos.

We are anxious to evaluate the new electronic
compasses' accuracy, linearity, repeatability, and
their sensitivity to variations in voltage, temp-
erature and horizontal reference. Perhaps an
electronic compass will indicate magnetic dip
(vertical component of the earth's magnetic field)
if pointed north and turned on its side.

The new products appear similar to the "Im-
proved Flux-Gate Magnetometer" ("Smart Compass")
developed at NASA by DougGarner(see Speleonics
6, p. 12, and letter from Ji. McConkey in Spele-
onics 7, p. 3). The sensor is a specially- wound
toroidal magnetic core connected to oscillator
circuits and a one-chip microcomputer which calcu-
lates and displays azimuth.

Popular Science magazine, April 1988, p. 94 has
a small art1cle about a digital electronic flux-
gate compass called "Autohelm Personal Compass" by
Nautech, Anchorage Park, Eastern Road, Portsmouth,
Hants P03 5TD, England. (Price not given).

Peter Ludwig saw the Autohelm at a boat show in
Europe, where it costs $16U. Dawid Larson (NSS
13906) bought one from a U.S. dealer of boat
accessories for $99; cheaper than a Brunton!
Peter sent manufacturer's information:
Resolution: One degree.
Accuracy: Two degrees.
Di.ensions: 150 x 59 x 10 mm (5.9 x 2.3 x 0.4").
Weight: 100 gm.
Power source: two coin-sized 3-volt lithium cells.
lattery life: 1 year.
Sights: Two sets of tritium-illuminated sights are
molded into the waterproof plastic case, for left
or right-handed operation. The front sight is a
post, the rear sight is a "V" notch, like open
gunsights.
Operation: Aim at target, push large button on top
to store reading, read digital display at leisure.
Holding the button updates the display every 1/2
second. The other buttons select the nine memories
and activate the stopwatch feature (useful in boat
navigation). Cave surveyors could store multiple
readings of fore and backsights in the memories,
compare them to assess accuracy, and average the
readings if they are consistent.

From an ad in DEFENSE ELECTRONICS magazine,
1988 (p. 44):

April

KVH Digital Heading Sensors

"Self-compensating, 0.50 accuracy, and modern
signal and data processing are incorporated into
KVH heading sensors and compass systems using
custom CMOSLSI chips. The miniature toroidal
magnetic sensor responds instantaneously, with no
rotating parts to stick or wear."

KVH Industries, Inc.
850 Aquidneck Ave.
Middletown, RI 02840
(401)847-3327

Appl ications Advantages
------------ ----------
Antenna aiming
Navigation
Weapon launchers
Optical devices

Precision
Drift-free
Auto-compensation
Interfaceability

The picture in the ad implies that a single
integrated circuit senses magnetic heading. We
requested further information: KVH offers several
sophisticated electronic compass systems for $695
up. The magnetic sensor is perhaps 2 inches in
diameter, one inch thick. Its toroid core floats
in liquid, which keeps it level up to 11 degrees
of tilt, and compensates for friction or gimbal
errors. With associated electronics, the sensor
is 4.8" (122 mm) diameter, 4" (102 mm) tall, with
remote LCD readout. It requires 12 volts at 95 mA.
KVH is developing new products with "miniaturized
hand-held, underwater... and binocular-compatible"
applications. We have requested to be kept on
their mailing list.

Electronic cave-surveying is often discussedl
but has thus far proven impractical. John Ganter
found the "Ultimeter" electronic altimeter/baro-
meter unsuitable for either cave or surface survey
(Compass & Tape vol.5 #2, Fall 1987). Electronic
rangef1naers and vertical-angle transducers are
relatively easy to make; if electronic compasses
fulfill the rigorous requirements of cave survey,
it may become practical to build instruments which
measure and store bearing, distance and vertical
angle, and to transfer the data directly to com-
puters running cave-map software.

1. Lancaster, Don. "Hardware Hacker" monthly col-
umn in Radio Electronics, June 1988 p. 69.
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[These are unsolicited listings of sources of useful equipment and information.]

RESOURCES

SHyer Sales
Plano, Texas

1-800-258-LOCK

Commercial-cave operators and cave-gate builders
should note this distributor of Sargent & Green-
leaf "Environmental" padlocks, the -TOUGHEST
stainless-steel padlocks we've ever seen. Their
unique design resists freezing, corrosion, mud,
keyhole sabotage, and other hazards of the cave
environment. Three shackle sizes: 3/8", 7/16",
9/16". Many keying options are available. S&G
locks are manufactured in Nicholasville, Kentucky,
and are favored by railroads, government and in-
dustry. Contact Judee Silyer at the number above,
identify yourself as a caver for special prices on
small quantities. (Sorry, no free samples!)

The Quartermaster Supply Depot
RR No.1, Box 616
Washington, Missouri 63090
(314) 239-7558

U.S. Army surplus, including hard-to-find electric
blasting-machines.

Bob & Bob
P.O. Box 441
Lewisburg, WV24901
tel: (304) 772-5049

A major supplier of caving equipment: Lights,
helmets, rope, vertical gear, books and other
interesting things. Write for catalog.

Indiana Ca.p Supply Inc.
1001 Lillian St.
P.O. Box 211
Hobart, IN 46342
(219) 947-2525

Backpacking/canoeing/camping equipment and books.
Owned by an MD interested in "wilderness medi-
cine," this company offers many non-prescription
(but hard to find) medical items that he recom-
mends, including hypothermia thermometers.

Wild Goose Association
118 Quaint Acres Drive
Silver Spring MD 20904

The WGAis a LORAN-Cusers' group. They publish a
newsletter, a technical journal, and proceedings
of their annual convention. Regular membership:

USA/Canada/Mexico:
Initiation fee $4.00
First year dues...20.00
Total $24.00

All other countries:
Initiation fee...$4.00
First year dues..20.00
Postage fee 10.00
Tota 1. . .. . .. . . . . $34. 00

For more information,
the above address.

write to WGASecretary at

Tesla Coil Builders'
Harry Goldman
RD3 Box 181
Glen Falls, NY 12801
(518) 792-1003

Association

Newsletter: TCBA News, published 4 times per year.
Subscription:---$18/year US/Canada/Mexico (first
class mail). $20 elsewhere surface mail, $28
airmail. Highschool students in US: $12/year with
proof of student status (letter from school prin-
cipal or teacher, on official school stationery).

"TCBA NEWSis the official publication for the
TESLA COIL BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION, an educational
organization devoted to research and dissemination
of information on the theory, construction and
operation of the high voltage/high frequency
transformer known as a Tesla coil."

[contributed by Bob ladich NSS 11315]
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ELECTRONIC CAVER-DETECTORS
(What every cave owner needs!)

Frank Reid

At the Dayton Hamvention I bought a set of four
Vietnam war-surplus "seismic intrusion detectors"
for a very reasonable price. A geophone, to be
placed in the ground, connects to an electronics
package with antenna, battery and sensitivity-
control. If anyone walks or drives nearby, a radio
transmitter sends a series of beeps (1-4, identi-
fying the unit). Radio range is at least 1/2 mile
(1 km). They might be useful for camp security in
certain caving areas. I neglected to record the
address of the vendor, who had many more.

DETECTOR SET
MODEL TRC-3
Frequency 126.000 MHz
Dorsett Electronics
Tulsa, Oklahoma

126 MHz is in the aircraft band. The FAA and FCC
would surely disapprove of these gadgets. Dwight
Hazen tested them, and reports that they are
extremely sensitive; it's impossible to sneak up
on one.

The units are marked

The transmitter box is 44 x 73 x 135mm(aprox. 2
x 3 x 6"), olive-drab plastic with rounded ends.
The antenna is 59cm (24") long, o-d colored, made
of flat, springy metal like a measuring tape.

Seismic intrusion detectors ("SIDs") reportedly
were very effective during the war for detecting
enemy movement. An air-delivered version ("ADSID")
looks like a bomb with a green plastic tree (the
antenna) growing from its rear end.

Dope growers allegedly pay high prices for
SIDs, and use them to guard their crops. If you
encounter one in the wild, you may be in dangerous
territory!

References
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DESIGNS FOR VOICE CAVE RADIOS

Ray Cole NSS 12460

In addition to the baseband and single sideband
cave radios currently used for voice communica-
tion, several other designs are possible including
frequency modulation, double sideband, 2400 bps
digital voice, and low-rate digital voice. Meth-
ods of amplitude and bandwidth compressing of
speech may prove beneficial to the current sing1e-
sideband designs. By comparing the advantages of
the current cave-radio designs to some that have
not been tried, it is hoped to encourage more
cavers to experiment and develop underground com-
munication equipment.

FACTORS INFLUENCING ACCURACY OF
TERRESTRIAL LORAN-C LOCATIONS

Bob Hoke NSS 19274

Recent availability of relatively inexpensive,
portable LORAN-C equipment has led to investiga-
tion of its applicability for pinpointing cave
entrances and other karst features for inventory
purposes. Recent work with a portable Micrologic
Explorer LORAN unit in Pendleton County, West
Virginia has indicated that most rural locations
can be located to within 200-300 feet of their
true location when proper operating procedures are
followed. Major factors influencing accuracy are
relative geometry of received LORAN stations,
signal strength, terrain, nearby power lines,

antenna orientation, weather, geologic features,
and operating technique. Uncorrected location
accuracy to within 500 feet is typical and errors
vary at different locations. Whenthe LORAN unit
is calibrated at a known location (typically an
intersection visible on a topo map), the user can
then walk to nearby karst features and usually
locate them to within 200-300 feet of their actual
location. Research into factors affecting accur-
acy is still underway; improved techniques may
reduce the errors for practical LORAN applica-
tions.

FREQUENCY-AGILE CAVE RADIO DESIGNS

Frank Reid NSS 9086

Cave radios with wide-range variable frequency are
needed for: (1) Interoperabi1ity with existing
fixed-frequency equipment, among whose builders
there is little hope for frequency standardiza-
tion, (2) Avoidance of interference-- the VLF/LF
spectrum is crowded with very powerful transmit-
ters, especially on the U.S. east coast, (3)
Underground radio-propagation studies.

Portable, high-performance 3-500 kHz receivers can
be built from published circuits and commercia11y-
available subassemblies and kits. Frequency-agile
voice transmitters, using the phasing or filter
method of single-sideband generation, are now
relatively easy to build with new integrated cir-
cuits. Existing and proposed assemblies are shown.
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ARTICLE REYEIVS

A COST-EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT MINE RADIO SYSTEM
by D.J.R. Martin, R.W. Haining and A.B. Hunt

World Mining Equipment, April 1985
---reviewed by Grae.e Pattison1

This two-page paper describes a two-way system
that provides unbroken radio coverage in a large
gypsum mine in England. The mine management com-

missioned the design of a "leaky feeder cable"
radio propagation system; other arrangements were
considered unsuitable.

Standard handheld walkie-talkies are used,
transmitting on 72 MHz and receiving on 85 MHz.
These radios are used above ground through a regu-
lar base station, and underground through the
leaky feeder. The underground network covers 8km.
Signals transmitted from the base are sent down
the mine at 2 MHz. This frequency was chosen to
propagate over the feeder with very low attenua-
tion, although leakage field is also low. It
reaches the furthest extremities of the system
without needing amplification. A line-powered
frequency converter is connected at each feeder
line extremity. The signal is converted up to 85
MHz and propagated back along the feeder cable
toward the base station. The leakage at this freq-
uency provides the signal for the mobile sets.
Line losses are now high so frequent repeaters are
needed to amplify the signal.

The main benefit of this arrangement is that
the signal being transmitted to the mobile sets
and the signals coming from the mobile sets all
propagate in the same direction. Only a one-trans-
istor amplifier repeater is needed at 500 metre
intervals to insure constant signal strength for
both 72 and 85 MHz. Total power requirement under-
ground is only 100 mA at 12 V.

The feeder cable is described as comparatively
inexpensive and is type BICC T3514. A 1ess-expens.
ive ribbon cable is also used for side branches.
Passive junction filters re installed at feeder
cable junctions where branches connect to the main
line. The filters prevent out-of-phase signal
cancell at ion.

The authors state that communication can gener-
ally be predicted with confidence to be reliable
only in the tunnel or room through which the
feeder runs, although lateral spread can provide
some side cover.

The system is of limited use to cavers as it
requires cable laying and some special equipment.
A permanent installation would be feasible for
tourist-cave communications.

1. 58 Mary Street
Leichhardt
N.S.W. 2040
AUSTRALIA

2. 49 Highfield Road
Farnworth
Bolton BL4 OAH

UNITED KINGDOM

DOES YOUR COUPLING COEFFICIENT MATTER?
by Tom Ival1

Electronics! Wireless World, 1987, pp.577-579.
reviewed by Grae8e Pattison

This magazine article describes how to make
inductive1y.coup1ed energy less sensitive to coil
separation.

The application is to power surgically-implant-
ed electronics which have a pickup coil under the
skin. The supporting theory may be of use in the
design of cave radios but it is mostly only rel-
evant to coils with very close spacing.

The "separation-insensitive 1 ink" is a combina.
tion of a self-oscillating series-resonant trans.
mitter and a series-resonant receiver. The energy
transfer is independent of the coupling coeffi-
cient over a wide range, basically because the
receiver resonant circuit becomes detuned relative
to the transmitter frequency as the coils are
moved closer together. This is caused by the
receiver tuned circuit and load "pu11in~" the
transmitter frequency. The detuning effectively
compensates for the increase in coupling.

A circuit is given for a simple transmitter and
receiver to demonstrate operation of this insens-
itivity. A second circuit shows a transmitter
design capable of transferring 9 watts to 3.5 MHz
to a suitable receiver.

ULTRASONIC TAPE MEASURE
by R.A. Penfold

Practical Electronics, March 1987 pp.20-24
contributed by Phil Ingha.2

reviewed by Frank Reid

This rangefinder has a 3-digit LED display
which indicates distance in centimetres. Its freq-
uency is 40 kHz. Maximum range depends on size
and reflectivity of the target; Phil Ingham
reports that it works quite well up to 15m, and
with some loss of accuracy to 20m.

This easily-built design contains ten inte-
grated circuits, all inexpensive and easily
obtainable, on a 13.5 x 15cm board.

Phil is developing systems for in-situ logging
of cave survey data.

Copies of the abovementioned articles are avail-
able from Frank Reid (address in masthead) for
SASE. One-ounce (28.3gm) postage is good for up to
10 pages of double-sided Xerox(tm) copy.
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THE EASIEST CAYE RADIO: EXTENDING THE RANGE OF AYALANCHE BEACONS
(Prel iminary Report)

Simple experiments with a pair of 2275-Hz
skiers' avalanche-rescue beacon transceivers have
extended their normal 100-foot (30m) range to 330'
(100m), making them useful as "cave radios" for
surveying applications.

The unmodified beacons are placed within large
resonant coils of several hundred turns of wire,
20-30" (51-76cm) in diameter. They couple induct-
ively, without external wiring.

"Avalanche beacons" help rescuers quickly
locate skiers buried by avalanches. The transmit-
ters emit beeps at 2275 Hz and/or 457 kHz. Euro-
pean cavers have used avalanche beacons for cave
radiolocation.l We do not know whether their
beacons had extended range.

Avalanche beacons are cigarette-pack sized,
with internal ferrite-loops tick antennas. They
are very durable in their padded carrying-pouches,
but are not waterproof. The more expensive beacons
operate at two frequencies simultaneously. The
double frequency is used because it was not
possible to decide between the Austrian (2275 Hz)
and the Swiss (457 kHz) frequency.2

In reply to my request for avalanche beacon
information (Speleonics 9), Bob Staggs (KB5RX) of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, loaned a pair of avalanche
rescue transceivers, Ramer "Echo I" and "Echo 2,"
made by Alpine Research Inc., 765 Indian Peaks
Rd., Golden, Colorado 80401. "Echo 1" and "Echo 2"
appear identical in performance.

Specifications (Echo 2)

Range: 37m (120') under ideal conditions. Effect-
ive range 16m (50') under adverse conditions.

Frequency: 2275 + or - 15 Hz
Battery life: 800 hours (25 days) transmit

400 hours receive.
Battery type: 9v alkaline only.
Veight (with pouch and battery):
Size: 16. 5 x lOx 2. 5 cm (6. 5 x 4 xl")
TranS8it pulse rate: 1 pulse per second
Earphone i.pedance: 2000 ohms, magnetic. (Other

magnetic and crystal earphones were tried
unsuccessfully; the earphone supplied with
the unit may be part of a resonant circuit.)

The internal antenna is oriented along the long
axis of the case.

Initial performance: Range was 90-100 feet (27-
30m) with antennas horizontal or vertical. All
tests were made in summer, and atmospheric noise
(static) was heard in the receiver. Signal
strength is greatest when the magnetic dipoles are
oriented along the same axis, however, nearly
identical horizontal range was achieved with vert-
ical dipoles because atmospheric noise disappears
in the vertical orientation.

Frank Reid

External Antennas

I. F. Reid's 3500-Hz receiving antenna, retuned:
Mean diameter: 26.5" (67cm).
Wire: 500 turns #24 (0.051mm dia.), 5 bundles.
Inductance: 415 mH Q: unknown.
Self-resonance: 9.8 kHz
Resonating capacitors: Selected fixed mica plus
2000pf variable.

II. R. Blenz's receiver coil, c. 1962:

Mean diameter: 19" (48cm).
Wire: aprox. 400 turns #26 (0.04mm dia.)
Inductance: aprox. 240 mH Q: unknown
Resonating capacitor: 0.022uf Mylar (selected)

A single external antenna was tried with the
transmitter, then with the receiver. Range to a
bare beacon was identical in both cases.

Surface horizontal range

Bare beacons (antennas
67cm external antenna:
48cm external antenna:
Both external antennas:

vertical) : (27m)
(53m)
(41m)

(lOOm)

90 ft
175 ft
135 ft
330 ft

Cave test: A beacon and 48cm antenna were placed
in the entrance room of Buckner Cave, about 55
feet (17m) deep. They were detected on the surf-
ace, using a beacon receiver with and without the
67cm coil. Beacons work as conventional cave-radio
direction finders. The beacon instruction book
warns against searching for buried skiers by
direction-finding, and says to use signal strength
only. A skier's transmitter has random antenna
orientation, but cave radio transmitters' magnetic
dipoles are always vertical. The beacon receiver
without external antenna works similarly as a
direction finder; a spirit-level should be
attached to its case to aid precise location of
ground zero.

The only critical part of external antenna con-
struction is tuning, which must be precise. I
first used a variable-frequency oscillator to find
approximate capacitor values, paralleled capac-
itors as needed, then placed a transmitting beacon
within the coil under test, and selected the best
capacitor from several dozen of the same marked
value (Fig. 1). Capacitors should have mylar or
mica dielectric; ceramic capacitors have excessive
leakage and insufficient temperature stability.

A tuned external receiving antenna not only
captures more signal, but should decrease the
receiver's bandwidth and so doubly improve the
signa1-to-noise ratio. Selectivity improvement has
not been measured.
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Figure 1. Test set for resonating cave-radio
antennas. A high-impedance AC voltmeter (vacuum-
tube or FET input) may be substituted for the
oscilloscope; tune for maximum voltage.

The optimum external antenna has not been
determined. Coupling seems better when beacon is
at the ins ide edge of the coil, rather than in the
center (magnetic axes of beacon and external coil
must be parallel). Attempts at link-coupling the
antenna to the transmitter have been unsuccessful.
A small-diameter antenna made from several hundred
turns of wire around a 2-1iter plastic soft-drink
bottle increased the unenhanced range by a factor
of 1.48 when the beacon transmitter was placed
adjacent to the bottle; when placed inside, feed-
back effects caused the transmitter to change
frequency.

Cave-radio receivers are generally more complex
than transmitters. A home-built transmitter more
powerful than an avalanche beacon could be based
upon a 455-kHz crystal oscillator with frequency
divided by 200 to yield 2275.0 Hz. 3.579545-MHz
U.S. color-TV crystal frequency divided by 1573 or
1574 gives 2275.6 or 2274.2 Hz, respectively.

"Cave radio" has traditionally been an esoteric
specialty because designs were complex. The Com-
munications and Electronics Section seeks to
design equipment which cavers can easily build. At
this writing, no cave radios are ~ommercia11y
available except the high-performance but very
expensive British Mo1efones (see Speleonics 8).
Cave radios based upon avalanche beacons are the
easiest to construct, though not necessarily least
expensive. We are researching sources of 2275Hz-
only avalanche beacons; reader input is solicited.

100-meter maximum detectable range is consid-
ered the minimum acceptable for practical cave
radios. Working depth is only 25-40% of maximum
range because a fairly strong signal is necessary
for making precise radiolocations. Ava1anche-
beacon receivers are somewhat sensitive to inter-
ference from power 1ines. The I-Hz "beep" rate is
somewhat slow for direction finding by null seek-
ing. Avalanche beacons are obviously designed for
cold-weather operation-- detuning at low tempera-
ture is a problem in some cave-radio designs. The
very long battery life is an advantage, especially

spelemics 10
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for underwater radiolocation. Divers can emplace a
beacon and retrieve it weeks later. For a descrip-
tion of how to use cave radio to find surface
locations above underground transmitters and
measure their depth, see the 1987 edition of
Caving Basics (ed. by Tom Rea), published by NSS.

1. Ludwig, Peter. letter to editor, Speleonics ~
(v. III no.2) p.3.

2. Ibid.

-=-=-=-:-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-:-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

Radio History--

Angelo George contributes this article about the
problems and strategies of professional writers of
corporate histories (from The Wall Street Journal,
May 27, 1988, sec.2 p.lI: - --

For Those Who Write Business Histories,
to Have the Skills of a Detective

It Helps

by Amanda Bennett

...George Smith...notes, "You can never find
someone who was on the wrong side of a decision."

...The typical problem is that the company says,
'We want you to do a history of our company, but
we don't have any records'." ... Historians know
that once they get started, many employees enjoy
regaling the historians with their tales and often
reveal the human side of a corporation. While
conducting interviews for a Motorola Corp. proj-
ect, for example, Mr. Smith learned that company
engineers came up with the first car radio in part
to impress their girlfriends.

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-

Paid advertisement:

Field Manual FM9-99: TRICKS. ROTTEN by Kentucky
Jones is hot off the press, completing the "Tricks
Trilogy" of TRICKS. DIRTY and TRICKS. NASTY: How
to get even with bat-haters, tailgaters, car deal-
ers, teachers, bullies, players of loud music,
fast-food restaurants, many others. Special emph-
asis on Civilian Electronic Warfare!

CAVER OF FORTUNE by Arne Saknussen (on how to
sneak into caves), will soon be reprinted; taking
orders now. Any book $1.50 postpaid. Authorized
dealer: Frank Reid, PO Box 5283, Bloomington,
Indiana 47407-5283.
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CAVE AIR FLOW DETECTIOI

Graeme Pattison *

New cave passages can sometimes be found simply
by following cave air movements. Of course the air
flow speed is often very slow and below the
threshold of detection by human skin. A further
difficulty is that our skin (fingers or face or
whatever) is insensitive to wind direction.

Heated wire anemometers and chemical smoke
generators can be used but a simpler alternative
can be made very cheaply. I have been using a
single resistor as a heater to vaporise oil.

Initially I tried a single resistor heating a
candle wick which drew candle wax from a liquid
wax reservoir. A couple more resistors were also
sued as heaters to melt the wax. The wick smokes
strongly without igniting, like a candle which has
just been snuffed out. About 4 watts is necessary
to give good operation.

A better arrangement is a single resistor part-
ially covered by a tiny piece of felt soaked in
oil. A 0.35-watt 22-ohm resistor goes will on 6
volts with a 5 x 10 x Imm felt pad. Regular auto
engine oil gives enough smoke to detect any air
movement, and the fine cable allows the smoking
resistor to be positioned in tiny cave holes.
Smoke output is better than one cigarette power,
but watch the amount of oil on the pad as too much
drops the smoke output. Occasional refueling is
necessary, one drop every 5 minutes or so. Al-
though the resistor is grossly overrated (1.6w) I
have found them to have a reasonable MTBF.

The 6 volt battery saves wiring up individual
cells but if 3 volts is used than a 10 ohm res-
istor is a good starting point.

The main drawback of this system is that the
smoke is generated at an elevated temperature and
thus rises. Generally the horizontal air flow is
of most interest and its movement can easily be
inferred from the smoke trail.

Further experiments may find oils or other
compounds which produce more smoke at lower
temperatures.

CLOSE UP DETAIL OF
OIL PAD FITTED TO RESISTOR

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-:-:-=-=-:-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-z-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-:-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-z-:-=-:-a-8-=-

May 31/88

NEW LOW-FREQUEICY NEWSLETTER

Dear Frank,

Could you please advise the members of the
fOllowing: Effective immediately. I have started
a fast turn-around newsletter to keep the new
Canadian Lowfers and the existing Eastern-Central
USA experimenters on 160-190 kHz in quick communi-
cation. Also. to enable all experimenters and
interested listeners of experimental beacons to
know when. who and what activities in general are
taking place. This is of utmost import in the
winter prime months. as anyone who has listened
hours for a beacon can commiserate. (to only learn
the beacon is NOT on the air..Hi!)

THE LOWDOWNsimply is too slow for this, and
must serve as an archive.

I have (as of today) received the blessing of
the old editor of the LOWFER LETTER from New
Jersey. which ceased two Aprils ago. (Hal Murken).
The Western Letter's editor (Jim Ericson of the
Western Update) has lent his support. as has Shel-
don Remington of the NDBOX NEWSLETTER.and numer-
ous others. The newsletter will be about 4-8
page SIDES each issue, be published approx. every

month. maybe more often in the winter. I call it
"THE NORTHERNOBSERVER:1750 Meters".

I will be requesting $10 USA funds and a supply
of self-addressed envelopes from American/foreign
subscribersl and $8.00 from Canadians who can
furnish self-addressed STAMPEDenvelopes.

Longwave/beacon/antennae (LF)/VLF and ULF phen-
omena articles are welcome!!

In the premiere issue (July) I will publish a
new list of sources. and also similar newsletters
and small publications re the radio hobby below 1
MHz.

Thanks for your appreciated support, and for
providing a first rate publication to furnish me
hope in improving mine!

I built and have enjoyed experimenting with the
Organ Cave radio. and look forward to each and
every Speleonics. It will be listed in my re-
sources for my members.

Best '73s.
Herb D. Balfour VE30HH

91 Elgin Mills Road West
Richmond Hill

Ontario L4C 4Ml CANADA
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1988 NSS CONVENTION
JUNE 27 - JULY 1

HONDAY, JUNE 27

8AM

9AM

10 AM

11 AM

12 ~

lPM

2PM

3 PI!

4 PI!

5 PH

6 PH

CHlJ:KWAGON DINNER;

HOIDY PARTY

TUESDAY, JUNE 28

SPELE<M\lJ:TlON;

PLUNGE PARIT

WEDNESDAY. JUNE 29

SPELEORODEO;

ROBED PARTY

THURSDAY. JUNE 30

PHaro SALON;
TERMINAL SYPIIONS

FRIDAY. JULY 1

8 AH

g
AM

. 10 AH

11 AH

12 N

L PM

2 PH

3 PM

4 PH

)
PH

6 PH

AWARDS BAt.QUET;

CLOSING EXTRAVANGA
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